
Jonite Stone Drain Covers
 
 
Distinct Jonite Stone Gratings Unlike Any Others 
In the world presently, only Jonite strengthened stone is the only stone product tested and
certified according to the BS: EN Standard. Jonite's flexibility in customization likewise
enables designers to broaden their imagination outside of Jonite's conventional variety of
items. That is Jonite's primary benefit against metal gratings. 
Apart from architects who specify the design of a task, Jonite items (channel grates/ trench
grates) can be made use of in any advancement from private houses to industrial structures
to government tasks. We serve a big spectrum of consumers - everybody from house
owners, to commercial contractors, to individuals in structure management can become
product owners of Jonite stone gratings. Basically anywhere with an open drain can have a
requirement for usage for our distinct stone channel grates. 
No matter what your requirements are, "3 inch drain cover", "4 inch drain cover", "6 inch drain
cover" or "8 inch drain cover", our in home design group can customise a design and spec to
your requirements. Jonite can propose a design from our in home team for various outdoor
drain grates. Jonite will then conceive the ideas through 3D rendering and shop illustrations
for your approval. 
In the world presently, just Jonite strengthened stone is the only stone product checked and
accredited according to the BS: EN Standard. Jonite's flexibility in personalization also
permits designers to broaden their imagination outside of Jonite's basic range of items. Apart
from designers who specify the design of a project, Jonite items (channel grates/ trench
grates) can be used in any development from private homes to industrial buildings to federal
government tasks. 
Our Stone Gratings Range of Products 
Channel/ Trench Grates 
Jonite Stone (reinforced) Channel Grates (Trench Grates) have redefined the function of
gratings in the architectural market. With Jonite, gratings have actually moved beyond being
merely practical into the world of design elements.The special material properties of Jonite
products which prevents rust and rust suggest they are equally matched to last a lifetime for
both outdoor and indoor applications.Jonite takes in much less heat than conventional
ferrous gratings, making it a more comfortable material to have around your house and in
children's play grounds. In addition, it has dielectric properties comparable to porcelain,
making it an outstanding electric insulator. 
Imaginative Grates 
Our Jonite Creative Grates influence creativity on a various level. Should you require to look
for somethings unique, Jonite's Custom Design Services is always prepared to take on the
obstacle of personalizing a design simply for you.These creative grates are ideal strictly for
pedestrian use at 6KN static loading (i.e. roughly eight people standing on one piece of
grate). 
Floor Traps 
Jonite developed the world's first stone homogenous floor trap, achieving wanted spontaneity
with functional designs. Our aim is to continue designing floor traps that mix seamlessly into
any flooring.Waterproofing is foremost in our designs, as is the prevention of infiltration by
insects and drain covers grates . Special PVC strainers and restrainers fitted with our floor
traps work to achieve a cleaner environment. Jonite is available in a large range of standard
colors developed to help to rapidly choose the color they require. More specialised colors are
likewise possible with our unlimited Color Customisation process which enables Jonite to be
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calibrated to any hue or shade preferred. 
Swimming Pool Grates 
With its natural excellent looks and suitability exceptional to natural granite, Jonite makes for
the ideal swimming pool grates. Jonite grates have excellent slip resistance, making it safe
for both children and adults especially in regularly damp areas. 
Street Furniture 
Jonite brings you the first collection of Banco Series Street Benches for nature parks and
open spaces. An interesting brand-new idea by trying to eliminate the understanding of
conventional large and heavy stone furnishings. The utilization of ready-made basic or
tailored components in totally knock-down or pre-assembled system maintains its sturdy
stone structure while validating expense efficiency of its class. The Banco Benches can
easily develop unique designs representing a corporate insignia or municipal logo design on
the panel-grate, giving an unique identity to the parks or commercial open areas. 
Jonite Sump Covers 
They are developed to be utilized on point drainage systems, middlemans of long open-
channel drainage along with kerb-side drain. With load applications comparable to channel
grates, Jonite Sump Covers offer design, capability and security. Jonite Sump Covers can be
found in a large range of basic sizes that can be assembled with the addition of Jonite
splines to form big covers, providing you cost efficiency and sustainability. 
Toilet Grates 
Jonite Toilet Grates have actually redefined the way public toilets are seen. With natural
stone structures and contemporary designs, Jonite has actually genuinely changed the entire
landscape of a toilet. Jonite toilet grates are beautifully crafted and developed to serve a
specific requirement of dispersing excess and undesirable liquids in public toilets.Be it in
urinals, wash basins or perhaps in cubicles, Jonite toilet grates carries out purposefully and
more. Even with the rounded curve profiles, the matte stone textures still supply a natural slip
resistance. 
Tree Grates 
Readily available in a variety of sizes, shapes and designs, Jonite Tree Grates effortlessly
integrate into the cityscape, offering space for trees to establish and grow. Jonite's tree
grates permit fully customisable light ports or sockets for the setup of various kinds of
lightings for a night lighting which adds an interesting dimension to the natural appeal of
trees. With Jonite, you can quickly emboss a corporate insignia or municipal logo right onto
the tree grates in your environment, providing an unique identity to the location. 
Jonite USA Decorative Grates 
Jonite Basin Grates are perfectly shaped to be suitable with the most typical catch basins in
the USA. Jonite Mini Grates have actually recessed grooves to snap to particular proprietary
mini drain channels. 
With Jonite, gratings have moved beyond being merely functional into the realm of design
elements.The distinct product homes of Jonite items which avoids corrosion and deterioration
suggest they are similarly matched to last a lifetime for both indoor and outside
applications.Jonite takes in much less heat than traditional ferrous gratings, making it a more
comfy material to have around the home and in kids's playgrounds. Need to you need to look
for somethings unique, Jonite's Custom Design Services is constantly prepared to take on
the obstacle of personalizing a design simply for you.These creative grates are appropriate
strictly for pedestrian usage at 6KN fixed packing (i.e. approximately eight people standing
on one piece of grate). Jonite Sump Covers come in a broad variety of standard sizes that
can be assembled with the addition of Jonite splines to form huge covers, providing you cost
effectiveness and sustainability. 



Jonite toilet grates are wonderfully crafted and created to serve a particular need of
dispersing excess and undesirable liquids in public toilets.Be it in urinals, wash basins or
even in cubicles, Jonite toilet grates carries out purposefully and more. Readily available in a
variety of sizes, designs and shapes, Jonite Tree Grates effortlessly incorporate into the
cityscape, offering space for trees to grow and establish. 
World Class Grating Maker and Provider 
With over 20 years of being a producer and provider of architectural and ornamental stone
grates, Jonite is your partner in landscape design. Over here at Jonite, we acknowledge the
transformational potential of area. With our eye for information, splendid craftsmanship and
the limitless possibilities we provide in structure and colour, our appealing designs match the
vision of worldwide architects and designers. 
In 1994, Jonite originated the world's first reinforced ornamental stone grating. Integrating the
charm of stone without jeopardizing load bearing strength, the marriage of aesthetic appeals
and efficiency continued to be undisputed in the industry. Motivated by the rustic appeal of
natural stone, Jonite was established through years of extensive research and advancement,
led by a group of devoted and enthusiastic workers. 
Produced from 95 % natural aggregates and advanced hybrid polymers, Jonite architectural
grates offer a finish which is both elegant and natural to the touch. 
The special product properties of Jonite products which avoids corrosion and deterioration
suggest they are similarly suited to last a lifetime for both indoor and outdoor applications. 
As innovators and designers, the last thing we wish to do is suppress creativity. Our
company believe that if you can envision it, we can create it, and with Jonite's personalized
designs adding brand-new dimensions to your vision, the possibilities are unlimited. 
Enhanced with specially dealt with steel frames, the stamina of Jonite grates are world well-
known. Having actually coined the word 'stone(reinforced)' for the last twenty years, Jonite
gratings are certified to international load bearing requirements. 


